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The need for representing disjunctive (or incomplete) information led to DisjunctiveDeductive Databases (DDDBs) [14]. Disjunctive deductive databases can be basicallyseen as disjunctive logic programs without function symbols, i.e., disjunctive datalogprograms [8].DDDBs are nowadays widely recognized as a valuable tool for knowledge representa-tion and reasoning [1, 13, 24, 9]. The strong interest in enhancing deductive databasesby disjunction is documented by a number of publications (cf. [13]) and even work-shops dedicated to this subject (cf. [24]). An important merit of DDDBs over normal(i.e., disjunction-free) logic programming is its capability to model incomplete knowledge[1, 13].The presence of disjunction in the rule heads makes DDDBs inherently non-monotonic,i.e., new information can invalidate previous conclusions, and renders the task of de�n-ing the semantics of a DDDB more di�cult. A lot of research has been spent onthe semantics of DDDBs, and several alternative approaches have been proposed, e.g.[4, 9, 14, 18, 17, 20] (see [6, 13] for comprehensive surveys). The most widely acceptedsemantics is the extension of the stable model semantics to DDDBs [9, 18]. It comes withhigh expressive power: DDDBs under stable model semantics capture the complexity class�P2 over relational databases (i.e., they allow to express precisely the properties whichare decidable in non-deterministic polynomial time with an oracle in NP) 1. As shown in[8], the high expressive power has also a practical relevance, as concrete real world situa-tions can be represented by DDDBs, while they cannot be expressed by disjunction-freeprograms. Furthermore, DDDBs have strong connections to Arti�cial Intelligence, sinceseveral non-monotonic logic languages can be equivalently translated into DDDBs (understable model semantics), and the computation of the stable model semantics of DDDBsis thus "at the heart of the computation" of several important problems in AI [9, 21].Despite the importance of computing the semantics of a DDDB (i.e., the set of itsstable models), so far most works concentrated on the semantical side, while algorithmsfor computing DDDBs have been left nearly untouched.This paper presents the architecture of a disjunctive deductive database system whichis under development at TU Vienna in the FWF project P11580-MAT \A Query Systemfor Disjunctive Deductive Databases".2 PreliminariesA term is either a constant or a variable2. An atom is a(t1; :::; tn), where a is a predicate ofarity n and t1; :::; tn are terms. A literal is either a positive literal p or a negative literal:p, where p is an atom.A (disjunctive) rule r is a clause of the forma1 _ � � � _ an  b1; � � � ; bk;:bk+1; � � � ;:bk+m; n � 1; k;m � 0where a1; � � � ; an; b1; � � � ; bk+m are atoms. The disjunction a1 _ � � � _ an is the head of r,while the conjunction b1; :::; bk;:bk+1; :::;:bk+m is the body of r. We denote by H(r) (resp.B+(r), B�(r)) the set of head atoms (resp. positive body literals, negative body literals)of r; furthermore, ::B�(r) = fbi j :bi 2 B�(r)g. If n = 1 (i.e., the head is _-free), thenr is normal; if m = 0 (the body is :-free), then r is positive. A Datalog_;: program P1Note that (non-disjunctive) deductive databases are strictly less expressive.2Note that function symbols are not considered in this paper.



is a �nite set of rules (also called disjunctive datalog program, or disjunctive deductivedatabase); P is normal (resp., positive) if all rules in P are normal (resp. positive).A program P is usually divided into two parts: The extensional database (EDB)contains all rules of the form a , i.e. non-disjunctive rules with an empty body, whereasthe intensional database (IDB) contains all remaining rules. We call a predicate thatappears in the head of an EDB resp. IDB rule an EDB resp. IDB predicate and assumethat each predicate occurring in P is either an EDB predicate or an IDB predicate, butnot both.As usual in the context of deductive databases, we assume that rules are safe, i.e.,each variable occurring in a rule also has to occur in a positive body literal of that rule.The Herbrand universe UP of P is the set of all constants appearing in P. TheHerbrand base BP of P is the set of all possible ground atoms constructible from thepredicates appearing in P and the constants occurring in UP (clearly, both UP and BPare �nite). The instantiation of rules is de�ned in the obvious way over the constants inUP and is denoted by ground(P).A (total) interpretation for P is a subset I of BP . A ground atom a is true (resp.false) w.r.t. I if a 2 I (resp. a =2 I); the literal :a is true (resp., false) w.r.t. I if a =2 I(resp., a 2 I). A rule r in ground(P) is satis�ed (or true) w.r.t. I, if some atom in H(r)is true w.r.t. I or some body literal in B+(r) [ B�(r) is false w.r.t. I.Minker proposed in [14] a model-theoretic semantics for positive disjunctive programsP, in which P is assigned the set MM(P) of itsminimal models, each of which representinga possible meaning of P; a modelM for P is minimal, if no proper subset ofM is a modelfor P.Example 2.1 For the positive program P = fa _ b  g the (total) interpretations fagand fbg are its minimal models (i.e., MM(P) = f fag; fbg g).The stable model semantics generalises the above approach to programs with negation.Given a program P and a total interpretation I, the Gelfond-Lifschitz transform of Pwith respect to I, denoted by PI , is the positive program de�ned as follows:PI = fH(r) B+(r) j r 2 ground(P);::B�(r) \ I = ;gThen, an interpretation I is a stable model for P, if I 2 MM(PI) [18, 9]; the set of allstable models for P is denoted by STM(P).Example 2.2 Let P = fa_ b c; b :a;:c; a_ c :bg: Consider I = fbg.Then, PI = fa _ b  c; b  g: Clearly, I is a minimal model for PI ; thus, I is astable model for P. 2It is clear that PI coincides with ground(P) if P is positive. Hence, the minimaland stable models of a positive program coincide. In particular, every normal positiveprogram P has exactly one stable model which coincides with the single minimal modelof P.3 System ArchitectureIn this section we provide an outline of the general architecture of our system, which isdepicted in Figure 1. It will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
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Figure 1: The General Architecture of the SystemThe user language of our system is an extension of disjunctive datalog in the directionof [5], which also allows for aggregates. Translators for speci�c applications into thislanguage are currently developed.At the heart of the system lies the Query Processor, which serves a double purpose:On the one hand it controls the execution of the entire system. On the other handit performs some post-processing on the generated models which allows us to performstandard cautious reasoning and brave reasoning, as well as simply generating all or agiven number of stable models of a program.Upon startup, the Query Processor reads the { possibly non-ground { input programand hands it over to the Rules and Graphs Handler (RGH), which splits it into sub-programs. Together with relational database tables, provided by an Oracle database orASCII text �les, the subprograms are then submitted to the Intelligent Grounding Mod-ule (IGM). The IGM e�ciently generates a subset of the grounded input program whichhas exactly the same stable models. In general, this subset is much smaller.The Query Processor then again invokes the RGH module, which generates parti-tionings of two copies of the program output by the IGM. They are used by the ModelGenerator (MG) and the Model Checker (MC), respectively, and enable a modular eval-uation of the program, which often yields a tremendous speedup.Finally, the Model Generator is started, which generates one candidate for a stablemodel at a time and calls the Model Checker whether it is indeed a stable model. Uponsuccess, control is returned to the Query Processor, which performs post-processing andpossibly invokes the Model Generator to look for further models. More details on MGand MC can be found in [11].



4 Main Modules of the SystemWe omit the description of the Query Processor, as it is mainly controlling the ow ofexecution, which has been outlined above.4.1 Rules and Graphs HandlerThe RGH builds and handles some graphs representing di�erent relations between theatoms resp. predicates of the given program P, as well as to single out and analyzesyntactical modules of P.We de�ne relations �+;��, and �h on the Herbrand base BP as follows: For anyp; q 2 BP , p�+q (resp. p��q, p�hq) holds if there exists a rule r 2 ground(P) such thatp 2 H(r) and q 2 B+(r) (resp. q 2 ::B�(r), q 2 H(r)).Ground Dependency Graph (GG�). Given the ground program � computed bythe IGM, one important task performed by the RGH is detecting its syntactical modules,which can be evaluated separately [12, 8]. This can lead to an exponential gain ine�ciency. Indeed, even if � is not in an e�ciently evaluable class of programs, many\components" of � may be. They often �t into known tractable syntactical classes like,e.g., strati�ed normal logic programs.We associate to a ground program � a digraph GG� whose set of nodes is B� andwhose set of arcs E is the union of three di�erently labeled sets of arcs E+, E�, and E_.For each pair of nodes q; p, the arc q ! p is in E+ (resp., E�, E_) i� p�+q (resp., p��q,p�hq) holds. The arc labels are useful to single out syntactical features of subprograms,e.g. limited use of negation or disjunction.The graph GG� naturally induces a partitioning of � into subprograms called mod-ules, which can be evaluated in a modular fashion. More formally, we say a rule r 2 �de�nes an atom p if p 2 H(r). A module of � is the set of rules de�ning all the atoms con-tained in a particular maximal strongly connected component (SCC) of GG�. Intuitively,a module includes (among others) all rules de�ning mutually dependent atoms.Ground Collapsed Positive Dependency Graph (GG+�). Given a graph G, wedenote by G the collapsed graph G, which results from G by collapsing each SCC into asingle node. Thus, every node of G is a set of nodes of G.The RGH computes also the collapsed graph GG+�, where GG+� is the subgraph ofGG� whose set of arcs is E+. This graph is exploited by the Model Checker.Example 4.1 Consider the following ground program �:p(2; 3)  q(1) _ q(3)  p(2; 3);:t(2)t(2)  t(3)  q(3); p(2; 3)The graph GG� is depicted in Figure 2(a). (We use \:" and \_" for labeling arcs in E�and E_, respectively, while arcs in E+ remain unlabeled).The SCCs of GG� are: fp(2; 3)g, ft(2)g, fq(1); q(3)g and ft(3)g. They correspondto the modules fp(2; 3)  g, ft(2)  g, fq(1) _ q(3)  p(2; 3);:t(2)g, and ft(3)  q(3); p(2; 3)g, respectively.The collapsed graph GG+� for GG+� is depicted in Figure 2(b). 2
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Figure 2: Dependency graphs (a) GG�, (b) GG+�, and (c) G+PNon-ground Collapsed Positive Dependency Graph (G+P). The IGM needs in-formation about (positive) dependencies among the IDB predicates of the input programP. By detecting mutually recursive predicates and by imposing a suitable order on therules de�ning them, a ground program � \equivalent" to P can be generated which avoidsa lot of useless work.Based on the natural adaptation of �+ to the set of predicates instead of atoms, weassociate to P a digraph G+P as follows. The nodes of G+P are the IDB predicates of P,and G+P has an arc from a node q to a node p i� p�+q.The RGH computes the respective collapsed graph G+P .Example 4.2 Consider the following program P, where a is an EDB predicate:p(1; 2) _ p(2; 3)  q(X) _ q(Z)  p(X; Y ); p(Y; Z);:t(Y )t(X)  a(X) t(X)  q(X); p(Y;X)The graph G+P is depicted in Figure 2(c); here, it is isomorphic G+P . 2Summarizing, the operations performed by the RGH are:� given the \input" program P, it computes the graph G+P for the IGM;� given the ground program � from the IGM, it computes GG�.� from � and GG�, it sets apart the modules of � for evaluation by the ModelGenerator;� it analyzes the syntactical properties of each module of � (e.g. strati�cation) foruse by the Model Generator;� it computes the graph GG+�, which is exploited by the Model Checker in order toreduce the search space;� for each component of GG+� it analyzes the syntactical properties (e.g. headcycle-freeness [2]) of the corresponding subprogram of �, again for use by the ModelChecker.4.2 Intelligent GroundingSince the kernel modules of our system work on the ground instantiation of the inputprogram, an e�cient instantiation procedure is important.The main reason of large groundings even for small input programs is that each atomof a rule in P may be instantiated to many atoms in BP , which leads to combinatorial



explosion. However, in a reasonable semantics, most of these atoms may not be derivablewhatsoever, and hence such instantiations do not render applicable rules. We presentan algorithm which generates ground instances of rules containing only atoms which canpossibly be derived from P.Let P be a non-ground program and C a node of the graph G+P . We denote byrecursive rulesP(C) the set of the rules r from P s.t. predicates from C occur bothin H(r) and in B+(r), and by exit rulesP(C) the remaining set of rules r in P with apredicate from C in H(r).Recall that P is safe, i.e. all variables of a rule r appear in B+(r). Consequently, inorder to instantiate a rule r, we merely have to instantiate B+(r), which uniquely extendsto r. We de�ne the grounding of r w.r.t. a set of ground atoms NF � BP , denoted byground(r;NF ), as the set of ground instances r0 of r s.t. B+(r0) � NF.In order to compute such an r0, one can proceed by matching the atoms in B+(r) oneby one with atoms in NF and binding the free variables accordingly in each step. Ane�cient heuristics is to start with positive literals whose predicate occurs infrequent inNF.A simpli�ed version of our algorithm Instantiate, which computes a ground program� that has the same stable models as P, is outlined in Figure 3. There, EDBP andIDBP denote the database and intensional part of P, respectively.Initially, it sets NF = EDBP and � = ;. Then, it removes a node C from G+P whichhas no incoming arc (i.e., a source), and generates all instances r0 of rules r de�ningpredicates in C which can possibly derive new atoms, given that the atoms in NF arepossibly derivable. This is done by calls to Instantiate rule.These r0 are the rules in ground(r;NF) such that every negative EDB literal inB�(r0) is true w.r.t. EDBP . The set H(r0) is included in NF and r0 is added to � aftersimpli�cations (here, removal of EDB literals).For e�ciency reasons, �rst non-recursive rules are instantiated once and for all. Then,the recursive rules are repeatedly instantiated until NF is unchanged.After that, the next source is processed until G+P becomes empty.Example 4.3 Reconsider P in Example 4.2, and suppose EDBP = fa(2)g. Then,Instantiate computes for P the following ground program �:p(1; 2) _ p(2; 3)  q(1) _ q(3)  p(1; 2); p(2; 3);:t(2)t(2)  t(3)  q(3); p(2; 3)Evaluation of node fpg yields the upper left rule of �, and NF = fa(2); p(1; 2); p(2; 3)g.We then evaluate the node fqg and get the upper right rule of �, while NF becomesfa(2); p(1; 2); p(2; 3); q(1); q(3)g. Finally, we consider the node ftg. The rule t(X)  a(X) yields t(2) and the rule t(X) q(X); p(Y;X) yields t(3) q(3); p(2; 3).Note that ground(P) contains 1+ 3 + 27 + 9 = 40 instances of the rules, whileInstantiate generates only 4 rules. 2Theorem 4.4 Let P be a safe disj. datalog program, and � be the ground program gen-erated by Instantiate(P). Then, P and � have the same stable models.4.3 Model GeneratorThe Model Generator produces a set of interpretations that are "candidates\ for stablemodels, which are submitted to the Model Checker for veri�cation. Since the number



Function Instantiate(P: Safe Program) : GroundProgramvar �: GroundProgram; C: SetOfPredicates; NF: SetOfAtoms;beginNF := EDBP ; � := ;;G+P := non-ground collapsed positive dependency graph of P;while G+P 6= ; doRemove a node C of G+P without incoming edges;for each r 2 exit rulesP(C) doInstantiate rule(P; r;NF;�);repeatNF1 := NF;for each r 2 recursive rulesP(C) doInstantiate rule(P; r;NF;�);until NF1 = NFend whilereturn �end function;Procedure Instantiate rule(P: Safe Program; r: Rule;var NF: SetOfAtoms;var �: GroundProgram)var H : SetOfAtoms; B+; B�: SetOfLiterals;begin for each instance H  B+; B� of r in ground(r;NF) doif ::B� \EDBP = ; thenNF := NF [H;remove EDB literals of P from B+; B�;� := � [ fH  B+; B�gend ifend procedure;Figure 3: Basic algorithm for computation of the (simpli�ed) instantiated program



of candidates can be exponential, this module is very important for our system, as it iscrucial for performance.The Model Generator employes a number of techniques for pruning the search space.It exploits recent results on modularity properties of the stable model semantics [8, 12],to compute the stable models of one module (subprograms as described in Section 4.1)at a time, following the order suggested by the ground dependency graph GG�. Be-fore evaluating a module �, the Model Generator asks the RGH to know the syntacticfeatures of �. Accordingly, it selects the appropriate computational strategy (e.g., astraightforward polynomial-time algorithm for normal strati�ed programs, a special al-gorithm for headcycle-free disjunctive programs [3], etc.). In this way, the algorithmselects the best strategy for each module and limits the ine�cient (combinatorial) partof the computation to the modules that are intrinsically hard.The evaluation of the \hard" modules (i.e., non-headcycle-free, unstrati�ed modules)follows the e�cient algorithm for computing disjunctive stable models proposed in [11].The algorithm is based on a backtracking technique which spans the search space forcomputing all stable models of the program.The computation of STM(P) relies on a monotonic operator WP [11] that extendsthe well-founded operator in [23]. It is de�ned in terms of a proper notion of unfoundedset. Intuitively, an unfounded set for a disjunctive program P w.r.t. an interpretation Iis a set of positive literals that cannot be derived from P assuming the facts in I [11].Briey, the algorithm works as follows. W!P(;) is �rst computed, which is containedin every stable model. If W!P(;) is a stable model, it is returned as the unique stablemodel. Otherwise, moving fromW!P(;) towards the stable models of P, a conjunction ofliterals (called possibly-true conjunction in [11]), whose truth allows to infer new atoms,is assumed true. Then, the computation proceeds by iteratively applying the inationaryversion of the immediate consequence operator, until either a stable model of P is reachedor a contradiction arises (i.e., two contradictory literals are generated); in the latter case,backtracking is performed. See [11] for the details.It is worth noting that a number of further techniques are employed for pruningthe search space and improving the e�ciency, which cannot be described here for spacereasons.4.4 Model CheckerThe Model Checker (MC) is invoked by the Model Generator to verify whether a giveninterpretation is a stable model. Thus, Model Checker has to perform a very hard task ingeneral, because checking the stability of a model is well known to be a co-NP-completeproblem [8]. However, recent studies [2, 3, 11] unveiled that minimal model checking |the hardest part of stable model checking | can be e�ciently performed for the rele-vant class of head-cycle-free (HCF) programs [2]. The MC satis�es the above complexitybounds. Indeed: (a) it terminates in polynomial time on every HCF program; (b) italways runs in polynomial space and single exponential time. Moreover, even on gen-eral (non-HCF) programs, the MC limits the ine�cient part of the computation to themodules that are not HCF; Note that it may well happen that only a very small part ofthe program is not HCF. Following the algorithm presented in [11], the MC exploits theinformation provided by the Rules and Graphs Handler and stored in the graph GG+� (seeSection 4.1). In particular, it proceeds by processing one component of GG+� at a time, asa modelM is stable exactly if, for each component C of GG+�, the set C \M contains no



non-empty unfounded set [11]. First of all, the MC computes the set R1�;M(C \M) usingthe monotonic operator R�;M(X). Intuitively, R�;M(X) discards from X only elementswhich are \supported" and cannot belong to any unfounded set. Then, three cases mayarise:(1) R1�;M(C \M) = ;,(2) R1�;M(C \M) 6= ;, and C is HCF,(3) R1�;M(C \M) 6= ;, and C is not HCF.In case 1, the C\M contains no non-empty unfounded set, and the Model Generator canproceed to the next component of GG+�. Case 2 implies that M is not a stable model,and the MC returns this information. In case 3, the subsets of R1�;M(C \M) must beconsidered. If some of them is unfounded, the MC returns that M is not a stable model;otherwise, it proceeds with the analysis of the next component of GG+�. Note that case 3is the most expensive case in general.If all the components are succesfully analyzed, the MC terminates succesfully andreturns that M is a stable model.5 ConclusionWe presented the basic architecture of an advanced disjunctive deductive database systembased on some of our previous foundational studies.Based on this general architecture, we are currently building a system written inC++, utilizing compiler construction tools (ex and bison) and the Standard TemplateLibraries (STL), which will be part of the new ANSI C++ standard.So far, we have implemented a fully operational prototype system. Current workincludes optimizations on internal data structures and algorithms, as well as researchon a more e�ective pruning of the search space, e.g. by exploiting various properties of(sub)programs. In the near future, we plan to add frontends and translators for SQL3and diagnosis, as well as a better user interface.For up-to-date information and a download of our system, please visit the URLhttp://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/proj/dlv/.References[1] C. Baral and M. Gelfond. Logic Programming and Knowledge Representation. J. LogicProgramming, 19/20:73{148, 1994.[2] R. Ben-Eliyahu and R. Dechter. Propositional Semantics for Disjunctive Logic Programs.Annals of Mathematics and Arti�cial Intelligence, 12:53{87, 1994.[3] R. Ben-Eliyahu and L. Palopoli. Reasoning with Minimal Models: E�cient Algorithms andApplications. In Proc. KR-94, pp. 39{50, 1994.[4] S. Brass and J. Dix. Disjunctive Semantics based upon Partial and Bottom-Up Evaluation.In Proc. ICLP '95, pp. 199{213, Tokyo, June 1995.[5] F. Buccafurri, N. Leone, and P. Rullo. Strong and weak constraints in disjunctive datalog.In Proc. LPNMR '97, Dagstuhl, Germany, July 1997.
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